Give your home
somethinG special:
a wood floor is a
continuous emotion.
Discover everyday the pleasure of the particular welcome that only a natural product can give you.
Be seduced by the beauty and elegance of a fine parquet floor made in Italy by expert hands.
Experience is a fundamental value for us, as we have been working with wood for over 60 years.
Bolzan gets the best out of this marvelous material and gives form to floors of great beauty
and life long durability.

protaGonist of parquet
in italy throuGh the
last 60 years.
Bolzan has been able to continue taking particular
care of the details and of the precious treatments.
It has been able reach an important international
level thanks to its great experience in the production
of solid parquet and to its capability to offer all its
products respecting quality, the set schedule and the
environment.
Solid parquet has always been and still is the glory
of the company. Bolzan products are creations
of great value capable of giving revitalized charm to
historic villas and a particular touch of beauty to new
both classic and modern refined houses.
Bolzan represents the evolution of the traditional
parquet. Thanks to a new technology we can combine
the prestige of wood in planks with big dimensions,
with a modern manufacturing that makes the laying
easier, safer and more respectful of the environment.
Beyond the solid parquet, Bolzan has developed more
contemporary solutions of pre-finished parquet flooring
with two or three layers.
In 2011 the company was one of the founders of the
“Codice trasparenza Parquet” (parquet transparency
code). Thanks to this code Bolzan is ready to give all
the information about the place of origin of the timber
it uses and the manufacturing and characteristics of
the parquet it produces.

today our company represents
a reliable and internationally
renowned landmark.
Today our company represents a reliable and
internationally renowned landmark for anyone who
wants high-quality parquet flooring. Bolzan offers you
an extraordinary and wide range of opportunities to
make your home precious.
All the production is made inside the factory with an
extremely attentive quality control of every single
part of the process: the selection of the best species
of timber, the slow and careful drying, the precise
working of the pieces and the handmade treatments.
Bolzan’s floors 100% made in Italy, certify the italian
origin and quality.
A modern line gives the products stability in the
glossiness and high anti-scratch performance.
Thanks to a large warehouse and to an efficient
working area, Bolzan can fulfill every specific request
in a short time and transform the clients’ wishes in
real parquet floors.

we all love livinG
in a safe and comfortable
home.
When timber, the most ecological of materials,
is respected and treated with conscience it can be
made into wood floors that give pleasure and wellness.
Bolzan does its best to keep the parquet sound
choosing the best varnish and adhesive.
In this way it’s possible to build houses where you can
live peacefully, leaving pollution out of the door.
In the two and three layers pre-finished floor, Bolzan
uses a specific central support of spruce, certified
PEFC. With its ecologically correct attitude, Bolzan
choses timber with exceptionally high stability and
elasticity, producing parquet with only one adhesive
point and containing the formaldehyde emission below
the levels required by the European regulation.

Every Bolzan parquet is subject to strict controls and
it has always proven its ecological soul, exceeding all
the standards of health and eco-friendless.
The tests carried out by CATAS, the Italian institute
for the research and tests for wood products, have
confirmed the absolute respect of the limits of
formaldehyde and dangerous emission.
Bolzan continues to invest in a more eco-friendly
production and in natural raw materials.
Wood waste of production is considered an important
resource of energy too and it is used to stoke the
drying machines and the heating.
There is no use of polluting energies and there is more
energy efficiency.

parquet transparency code.
Believe in quality means establishing a more honest
relation with the customers. For this reason Bolzan
was one of the promoting factories of the Parquet
Transparency Code the promise to offer customers
clearer information about the products.
Bolzan has decided to give its customers information

about several characteristics that usually aren’t
published. To give its customers the possibility of
making a more conscious choice Bolzan gives all of
the information about its parquet. Customers can know
the origins of the raw materials, the place and type of
manufacturing of the parquet.

sets
Bolzan offers infinite possibilities of parquet. With quality and experience, Bolzan produces any kind of solution
from solid parquet to pre-finished two or three layers and offers the best possibilities in finishing: varnished,
oiled, sanded or brushed. Discover a world of freedom and beauty for your house with Bolzan parquet floors.

teorema plus
The possibilities of use of this two-layer prefinished floor
are even more surprising. It can be more than 2 meters
long, 190mm wide, 7mm of top layer and 9mm of solid
oak. These measures make Teorema Plus unique and
able to match the stability of smaller products thanks to
our state-of-the-art processing.
Teorema Plus is suitable for both floating and glued laying.

american elm
TEOREMA PLUS

THICKNESS
WIDTH
LENGTH
BEVELLED

16 MM
165/190 MM
1500/2200 MM

OAK

AMERICAN WALNUT

AMERICAN ELM

teorema tre
This is our most innovative and up-to-date production
among the prefinished floors. With Teorema 3 we use
the best timber species and it is the result of our great
experience working with two-layer floors. A hard joint
made of solid wood guarantees the highest quality of
stability and durability making Teorema 3 fit for both
floating and glued laying.

THICKNESS
WIDTH
LENGTH
BEVELLED

16 MM
165/190 MM
1500/2200 MM

AMERICAN WALNUT

AMERICAN ELM

TEAK

LARCH

OAK*

* Available in several widths.

oak
TEOREMA TRE

MAXI TEOREMA
Maxi Teorema is the flagship product of two-layer floors
offset in spruce and it’s a mix of technique, quality and
design. Maxi Teorema combines the reduced thickness
typical
of two-layer floors with length and width of great aesthetic
impact thus exalting the beauty of the wood and its
amazing veins. We advise the glued laying.

THICKNESS
WIDTH
LENGTH

14 MM
150 MM CA.
1000/1600 MM

OAK

IROKO

DOUSSIé AFRICA

TEAK

WENGè

AMERICAN ELM

AMERICAN WALNUT

THICKNESS
13 MM
WIDTH
120/150/190 CA. MM
LENGTH
1000/2000 CA. MM
BEVELLED ON LONG SIDES

OAK

IROKO

AMERICAN ELM

AMERICAN WALNUT

TEAK

oak
MAXI TEOREMA

super teorema
This is the two-layer floor with new sizes and dimensions.
Super Teorema balances beauty and practicality with large
sizes, minimum thickness and yet exceptional stability.
We advise the glued laying.

THICKNESS
WIDTH
LENGTH

14 MM
90 MM CA.
600/1200 MM

OAK

IROKO

AFRORMOSIA

DOUSSIé AFRICA

CANADIAN HARD MAPLE

AMERICAN CHERRY

TEAK

WENGè

oak
SUPER TEOREMA

teorema
Teorema is the evolution of traditional parquet towards
forms that are new and functional at the same time.
The two layers floor is made of a top layer of the best
timber species and a hard support of solid wood that can
last forever. We advise the glued laying.

THICKNESS
WIDTH
LENGTH

11 MM
70 MM
500/700 MM

OAK

IROKO

AFRORMOSIA

DOUSSIé AFRICA

CANADIAN HARD MAPLE

STEAMED BEECH

AMERICAN CHERRY

TEAK

WENGè

THICKNESS
WIDTH
LENGTH

11 MM
90 MM
600/1200 MM

OAK

IROKO

DOUSSIé AFRICA

TEAK

oak
TEOREMA

wenGè
MAXI TEOREMA

listone
t&G solid evo

THICKNESS
WIDTH
LENGTH
BEVELLED

14 MM
120 MM
800/1400 MM

OAK

This is the evolution of solid parquet T&G.
Thanks to our high working standards the listone T&G solid
Evo can either be finished after laying or be lay finished
and polished with neutral or stained natural oil.
Listone Evo is the product par excellence for “green
building”, as it has no glue at all and it can be finished with
eco-sustainable products. We advise the glued laying.

listone
t&G solid
Listone T&G is the traditional solid parquet. With the best
timber species and the tongue and groove joint, Listone
T&G solid ensures the quality and planarity of the floor.
We advise the glued laying in case of the 14 mm thick and
the glued or nailed laying in case of the 22 mm thick.

THICKNESS
WIDTH
LENGTH

14/22 MM
85/100 MM
600/1200 MM

OAK

IROKO

AFRORMOSIA

DOUSSIé AFRICA

TEAK

maXi listone
t&G solid
It has the same features and characteristics of Listone T&G
solid but with larger sizes. We advise the nailed laying.

THICKNESS
WIDTH
LENGTH

OAK

DOUSSIé AFRICA

IROKO
teak
LISTONE T&G SOLID

22 MM
100/140 MM
900/1800 MM

lamparquet
mm 14
This is a parquet made of rough solid wood that can be
customized finishing and polishing it during the laying. It
can be repolished several times.
We advise the glued laying.

THICKNESS
WIDTH
LENGTH

14 MM
65/80 MM
400/600 MM

OAK

IROKO

DOUSSIé AFRICA

AFRORMOSIA

lamparquet
mm 10
Here you have small sizes for an extreme versatility.
In case of small spaces these products are the best
solution for those who want a real wood floor.
We advise the glued laying.

THICKNESS
WIDTH
LENGTH

10 MM
50/60
240/310

OAK

OLIVE

IROKO

AFRORMOSIA

DOUSSIé AFRICA

AMERICAN CHERRY

TEAK
oak
LAMPARQUET

THICKNESS MM 10/14
DIMENSION OF SQUARES CAN CHANGE DEPENDING
OF THICKNESS AND KIND OF WOOD

traditional
compositions
Our parquet drawing compositions show Bolzan’s
exclusivity and experience and the unique Italian
expertise and search for beauty. Refined patterns
and color contrasts allow the customer to create his
own unique style.

iroko solid
COMPOSITION FOUR SEASONS

TEBE

MILETO

OLIMPIA

MICENE

CNOSSO

EFESO

ATENE

TIRINTO

DELFI

RODI

ARGOS

ATHOS

prefinished
compositions

DIMENSION OF SQUARES CAN CHANGE
DEPENDING OF MODEL

ASSISI

SIENA

PERUGIA

PISA

VINCI

CERTALDO

VIAREGGIO

FIRENZE

These are two or three-layer parquet drawings made
of different timber species and different finishing.
Upon request they can be enriched with marble
inserts.

HARRINGBONE 30˚

maple superteorema
COMPOSITION VIENNA

deckinG
This is our wood floor specifically made for outdoor and
it is water, weather and time resistant. You will have the
charm of parquet floors outdoor on decks and at the
poolside.

THICKNESS
19/21 MM
WIDTH
90/120 MM
LENGTH
1550/3050 MM
SANDED, ANTISLIP OR PYRA
ACCESSORIES: SUBSTRUCTURE,
SECURING PLATE

IPè

TEAK

IROKO

iroko
DECkING

finishinG
UNVARNISHED

VARNISHED CA. 35 GLOSS

WAXED

BRUSHED

VARNISHED NATURALE CA. 10 GLOSS

NATURE OILED

HAND RELIEF GROOVE

VARNISHED COLOURED

OILED STAINED NATURE

SAW GROOVE

VARNISHED COLOURED DECAPè

OILED STAINED NATURE DECAPè

WOODWORMED

SOME FINISHING EXAMPLES:
OAK WHITE LIGHT DECAPè BRUSHED
NATURE OILED

OAK WHITE DECAPè BRUSHED
NATURE OILED

OAK SAW GROOVE WHITE DECAPE’
BRUSHED NATURE OILED

OAK WHITE LIGHT DECAPè BRUSHED
NATURE OILED

LARCH BRUSHED
VARNISHED NATURALE

OAK ANTICO BRUSHED
WOODWORMED WAXED

OAK NATURA BRUSHED
VARNISHED NATURALE

OAK TERRA BRUSHED
NATURE OILED

OAK HAND RELIEF GROOVE

OAK SAW GROOVE

OAK CENERE DECAPè BRUSHED
NATURE OILED

OAK LAVA DECAPè BRUSHED
NATURE OILED

OAK VULCANO BRUSHED NATURE
OILED

OAK GOLD BRUSHED VARNISHED

OAK SILVER BRUSHED VARNISHED

Bolzan srl Via Vittorio Veneto, 67
31020 S.Martino di Colle Umberto (TV)
T +39 0438 912293 F +39 0438 912254
info@bolzanparquet.it - www.bolzanparquet.it

